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Fire on Marlborough Street 
Stanley Forman, 1975 



Falling to the Sky 
Niyebe, 2007 



Sky Falling
 Deborah Bowerman, 

2014 



KKK 
Gainesville, Georgia, 1992 



Two Children 
Robert E. Williams, 1937 



KKK Irony 
Deborah Bowerman, 2014 



Hands up don’t shoot 
Whitney Browne, 2014 



Path to heaven, Google picture 
Unknown artist, 2013 



Hands up to God 
Deborah Bowerman, 2014 



Jennifer Lawrence Flare Cover
Max Abadian, 2011 



Exposed,
Deborah Bowerman, 2014



In Love 
Tammy Thomas-Cook, 2014 



Missing Love 
Deborah Bowerman, 2014 



Nefertiti bust 
Thutmose, 1340 BC 



Stripped 
Deborah Bowerman, 2014 



Nimbus II 
Brian Dillon, 2009 



Purgatory Creek  
Deborah Bowerman, 2012 



Part of the Pack 
Deborah Bowerman, 2014 



The purpose of this elimination assignment was to take images from four 
different categories and to change the meaning of the images by removing or 
eliminating something from them using Photoshop. The 
four categories used for this assignment were: historical, fine art and popular 
media. I have placed all of the original photos on the right and the edited ones 
on the left. 

Historical: 

This First Image is known as Fire on Malbourgh Street and was taken in Boston 
when an unexpected fire engulfed an apartment causing the residents to 
flee.  The two people included in the Fire on Malbourgh Street are a young 
female child and her mother. Both victims took to the fire escape of their 
apartment when their lives were threatened by an out of control fire. The fire 
escape collapsed, leaving both of them to fall to the hard concrete. The mother 
died but braced the fall for her daughter who survived by landing on top of her. 
The original image can be hard to look at; it evoked a lot of emotion for me 
personally, mostly sadness and pain for the two victims. The image I have 
photoshopped changes the emotion evoked from the original. The fear on the 
young girls face is still prevalent but the image implies that they are falling to 
the sky and to me this means they are both falling together to a “higher” place.  

This image is known KKK, the original image was taken during a riot in 
Gainesville, Georgia, 1992. The image holds a lot of irony in and of its self but I 
wanted to push that irony and expand the meaning behind the image. I thought 
the irony of a white child reaching out to two black children would convey an 
even stronger message of equality. The fact that any one would dress their child 
in a KKK outfit stunned me and I wanted to portray a message that children 
should not be used convey something that horrible, especially since they are 
not capable of fully understanding it.  

Popular Media: 

 Hands Up Don't Shoot, was taken in Ferguson and represents the Ferguson 
shooting of Michele Brown. The photo also represents not just Michel Brown 
but many others, whose lives have been taken by the end of a barrel of a cop 
gun. Many people in Ferguson, Missouri, claim that local cops have been too 
aggressive with their guns. By changing the background of the buildings, 
representing down town Ferguson, to an image of a pathway opening to 



heaven, I am changing the meaning of the image from Hands up Don’t Shoot to 
"hands up" to God.  

This image in particular is one of my favorites because I feel like everyone can 
relate to it. I refer to this image as, Jennifer Lawrence. The image is a headshot I 
found on Google. Recently nude pictures of Jennifer Lawrence and many other 
celebrities have been leaked from iCloud. I pasted images of Lawrence herself 
all over her skin in order to represent the lack of privacy celebrities and even 
non-celebrities are subject to today. We can all have the potential of being 
victims to an iCloud hack, or any hack, leaving us vulnerable and exposing 
many things we may not have ever wanted anyone else to see. 

Fine art: 

This next image is actually a painting called, In Love. I came across the painting 
when I was in Galveston on vacation. I personally met the artist, Tammy 
Thomas-Cooke and I visited with her as well as viewed her gallery while I was 
there. I personally talked to Cooke who painted In Love and she said the fish 
and the bird represent a love between two different species. I loved the 
meaning behind the painting and all the things it can potentially represent, so I 
realized by removing the fish from the image it changed the 
meaning entirely. Without the fish, there is no longer any representation of 
love between two beings, the image now seems to capture a lone bird searching 
for a love, or scanning the water for prey. 

The Nofretete Bust is a sculpture of an Egyptian royal wife once married to 
Akhenaten; she was believed to have ruled for a time after her husband died. 
Her headdress and jewelry represent her stature and importance. I wanted to 
strip Nofretete of these things so that she would appear to be a normal person 
without stature. In the edited image of Nofretete she seems naked and 
venerable but still beautiful, I think by removing her headdress and jewelry she 
comes across as very approachable but still holds a sense of entitlement in her 
face.  

This last image I did as a back up but I can not help but to include it because I 
love the meaning behind it. Berndnaut’s lit up cloud, Nimbus II, seems to be 
floating lonesome in the church, Mariakape, located in the Netherlands. 
Isolated in the church environment, the cloud exudes spirituality and God, 
fitting for its location in the old vacant church. When the cloud is removed 
from the Mariakape church and placed among other clouds it does not 
standout. The effect it may have had on views before is lost. 



Berndnaut’s Nimbus II cloud looks like any other could we would see everyday 
by removing the cloud from its original setting I have completely removed its 
importance. 



Sources 
KKK Boy 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-‐news/top-‐stories/199985/how-‐kkk-‐rally-‐image-‐
found-‐new-‐life-‐20-‐years-‐after-‐it-‐was-‐published/	  

Two children holding hands 
http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/hargrett/williams/jpgs/rew004.jpg	  

Background for falling picture 
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs13/f/2007/111/d/e/Falling_to_the_Sky_by_niyebe.jpg	  

Fire on Marlborough 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/1a/Fire_Escape_Collapse.png	  

Hands	  up	  Ferguson	  	  
http://whitneybrowne.com/blog/2014/8/14/hands-‐up-‐dont-‐shoot	  

Path	  to	  Heaven	   backround for Hands up Ferguson
http://www.newcreationschapel.org/next-week-heavens-gates-hells-
flames-evangelistic-drama/	  
Nofretete	  
http://absolutlondon.org/tag/national-‐gallery/	  

Jennifer Lawrence 
http://media-‐cache-‐ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6c/7f/87/6c7f870af00fd5055defb9a7bb90307a.jpg	  

First Jennifer Lawrence Collage 
http://www.myfavouritepins.com/such-‐a-‐beautiful-‐collage/	  

Second Jennifer Lawrence Collage 
http://media-‐cache-‐ec0.pinimg.com/736x/f8/70/c6/f870c6b2f4260eccfc707a19ea43b64d.jpg	  

Nimbus II Berndnaut Smiled 
http://www.berndnaut.nl/images/cumulusklein.jpg	  




